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ART and DESIGN  Year  3
Card making at Christmas and other festivals  during the year will involve printing:

• Can they design a printing block (Styrofoam) and use it to create a print?
• Can they make a 2 colour print?
• Can they identify pattern in the environment?

Autumn 1 - How did the
Bronze and Iron Age change
life in Britain? (linked to
history)

Autumn 2 - Magnificent
Mountains -what are they?
(linked to geography)

Spring 1 - Eruption or
disruption (linked to
geography)

Spring 2 – What’s the attraction
– London vs Rome (linked to
geography).

Summer 1 - What effect did the
Romans have on the lives of
British people? (linked to
history)

Summer 2 - What is the human
impact on the environment?
(linked to geography)

Drawing– Stone Age Cave
art.

Painting – Use plasticine to
create mountains

Textile/3D – Erupting
Volcanoes

Painting -Street Art creation Mosaic– Roman mosaics 3D/textile - Personlised
Giacometti style sculptures

Can they use their sketches
to produce a final piece of
work?

Can they write an
explanation of their sketch
in notes?

Can they use different
grades of pencil shades, to
show tones and textures?

Can they explore artwork
linked to their topic?

Can they draw shapes and lines
with the purpose to create a 2D
drawing?

Can they make notes in their
sketchbooks about techniques
used by an artist?

Can they choose the correct
equipment?

Can they add texture to a piece
of work?

Can they experiment using
different colours?

Can they overlap materials?

Can they suggest improvements
to their work by keeping notes
in their sketchbooks?

Can they self and peer assess
the strengths and weaknesses of
final pieces

Are they beginning to
understand the viewpoints of

Can they predict with accuracy
the colour that they mix?

Do they know where the
primary and secondary colours
sit on a colour wheel?

Can they produce a background
using a wash?

Can they use a range of brushes
to create different effects?

Can they add texture to a piece
of work?

Can they experiment with paste
resistance?

Can they use papier mache to
create a simple 3D object?

Can they explore work from
other cultures?

Can they use the printed
images and combine them
with other media to produce
artwork?

Can they cut very accurately?
(stencils)

Can they use their sketchbooks
to express feelings about a
subject and to describe their
likes and dislikes?

Can they make notes in their
sketchbooks about techniques
used by an artist?

Can they suggest improvements
to their work by keeping notes
in their sketchbooks?

Can they compare the work of
different artists?

Can they use mosaic?

Can they experiment using

different colours?

Can they make notes in their

sketchbooks about techniques

used by an artist?

Can they compare the work of
different artists?

Can they explore artwork
linked to their topic?

Can they use sewing to add detail

to a piece of work?

Can they sew fabric together?

Can they use their sketchbooks

to express feelings about a

subject and to describe their likes

and dislikes?

Can they self and peer assess the
strengths and weaknesses of final
pieces

Are they beginning to

understand the viewpoints of

others
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others based on their final
pieces

Previous Learning: Reflect on
different mark making
techniques learnt in year 2
including: how to blend and
smudge, created curves,
straight, dashed, wavy, lines,
sweeping movements & how
to create fine lines.

Previous Leaning:
Reflect on the use of clay and
how this was manipulated to
create the shape required.

Which instruments did we
use and why?

How did we create the
background and
middleground for fire of
london paintings?

Previous Learning:
Reflect on my knowledge of
colour theory from Year 1 and 2
to create the colours I want and
know how to create layers of
paint using the colour ratio of
water to paint on a brush.

Reflect on mark making
techniques in Autumn Term to
use and apply to painting my
sculpture .

Previous learning:
Recap understanding and
comparisons of previous artists
studied. Hokusai painting were
reflective of the time.  Banksy
and Alice Pasquini are doing the
same for the millenium.

What does each Artist work say
about their Cities?
Why and how has Banksy kept
his anonymity?

Previous Learning:
Use prior knowledge autumn terms of different mark making
techniques and how to use colour, line and shape to  create a
pattern.
Reflect on colour theory knowledge to help influence designs
decisions, choosing complementary choices/ tones, which would
work well together in your final pattern.
natural sculptures made in year 1 - what made these effective?
Where were they placed and were they appreciated.

The children will:
● Reread Stone Age boy

and  plan cave style

paintings of friends and

family using pencil.

● Study the Caves of

Lascaux paintings, based

in South western France:

that represent large

animals, typical local

and contemporary fauna

of the Upper Paleolithic

time.

● Recreate their own cave
paintings in response to
the ‘Caves of Lascaux’

The children will:
● Children will learn how

to use plasticine to

create art and study the

work of Henry Hudson.

● Chn will create their own

sketches of mountain

ranges

● Chn to choose one or 2

items to add to image

● Use stiff card or mount

boards to draw image on

● Use their knowledge of

colour mixing to create

background

The children will:
● Explore Art Movement

‘Pop Art’ and study

Hokusai painting of The

Great Wave and mount

Fuji.

● Watch video clip of

historical event of Mt.

Vesuvius exploding to put

into context.

● Having learnt about
Volcanoes and how they
are formed, apply this to
their model. Evaluate and
analyse creative works
using the language of art,

The children will:
● Study the works of Banksy

vs Alice Pasquini
● Create their own Bansky

inspired art.
● Children will work together

to find imaged on the
internet to be printed

● Exploring different ways to
create monochrome effect
with just one pop of colour
(use newspaper or print-
like black out poems)

● Use stencil and spray paint
to decorate the
playground.

● Children understand that
art can create a political

The children will:
● Learn about Roman mosaics

and where we can find

these

● Discuss mosaics as an art

form brought to Britain by

the Romans, looking

particularly at borders

● Explore different Roman

mosaic artists and compare

them to modern mosaic

artist Caroline Jariwala and

Rosanna Henderson (local

artist)

The children will:
● Explore the Art Movement

‘Figurative Art’ and the
artist Alberto  Giacometti
and his work.

● To help students
understand the structure
of the human body
students to draw members
of their class from life
frozen as ‘models’. This will
inform their understanding
of how to translate a body
into to a 3D sculpture.

● At home, students to
choose and bring in a
photo of themselves in
their chosen pose to help

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Upper_Paleolithic
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cave paintings using
chalk on sugar paper.

● Exhibit work to the

whole class, parents and

school.

● Use plasticine like

Impasto paint

● Use toothpick and

spoons to apply

plasticine

● https://www.accessart.o

rg.uk/painting-with-plast

icine/

●

craft and design
● Question and make

thoughtful observations

about starting points,

select ideas for use in

work, recording and

annotating in sketchbooks.

● Create models using papier

mache.

● They will paint models

● Explode Volcanoes –
vinegar/bicarb

message.
● This will be presented in a

large space, once
permission has been
sought!

● Design their own

symmetrical mosaic in

sketch books.

● Make a mosaic using this
card board, beans or tile
pieces.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Fa95TL-eF7s

them recreate their own
self portrait in the style of
a Giacometti sculpture to
change the North Ealing
local area.

● Use pipe cleaners, foil and
plasticine.

● Add clothing to
personalise – use simple
stitching, gluing or
stapling.

● A large group sculpture
will be placed in installed
in the playground

● Explain reasons for their

choice of sculpture shape

Key Vocab:
Stone Age    painting    mark
making       Evolution
neanderthal

Key Vocab: Henry Hudson,

layering, textures, impasto
paint, Henry Hudson,
sculpting, blending,
background ,
middleground

Key Vocab: Hokusai, volcanoes,
formation, sculpture, structure,
clay, manipulate, strength

Key Vocab: Alice Pasquini,
Bansky, street art,
pseudonymous, graffiti,
vandalism, stencils, comparison

Key Vocab: Caroline Jariwala,
Rosanna Henderson, mosaic,
pattern, symmetry, relationship,
Villas, scenes, mythology, wealth,
plaster, tiles, borders, design.

Key Vocab: Alberto Giacometti
sculpture, figurative art,
installation,

https://www.accessart.org.uk/painting-with-plasticine/
https://www.accessart.org.uk/painting-with-plasticine/
https://www.accessart.org.uk/painting-with-plasticine/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fa95TL-eF7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fa95TL-eF7s

